
The Adventures of a Girl
Called Bicycle
by Christina Uss
JF Uss
When her guardian, Sister Wanda,
announces that Bicycle is going to
attend a camp where she will learn
to make friends, Bicycle says "no
way," and sets off on her bike for San
Francisco to meet her idol.

Be a Survivor
by Chris Oxlade
J 613.69 Oxl
Learn survival skills like building a
shelter from sticks, lighting a fire
without matches and sending
signals to call for help.

Ultimate Explorer Guide
by Nancy Honovich
J 796.083 Hon
Young adventurers learn what it
takes to be a real-life explorer in an
introduction to the work of
paleontologists, biologists,
photographers, artists, writers,
activists and conservationists.

Stealing Nazi Secrets in
World War II
by Elizabeth Raum
J 940.548 Rau
Follow the path of three World War II
spies. The reader's choices reveal
the historical details from the
perspective of a wireless operator, a
photo reconnaissance pilot and a
spy living in enemy territory.
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At the Bottom
of the World
by Bill Nye
JF Nye
Genius foster siblings Jack, Ava and
Matt use their skills to track down a
fellow scientist who has gone
missing in Antarctica.

Big Foot and Little Foot
by Ellen Potter
JF Potter
Hugo is a young Sasquatch who
longs for adventure. Boone is a
young boy who longs to meet up
with a Sasquatch. When their worlds
collide, they become unlikely
friends.

Jasper and the Riddle of
Riley's Mine
by Caroline Starr Rose
JF Rose
Longing for riches and freedom, two
brothers escape an abusive father
and embark on a treacherous
journey to Alaska during the
Klondike Gold Rush.

Time Castaways:
The Mona Lisa key
by Liesl Shurtliff
JF Shurtliff
When Matt, Ruby and Corey discover
their subway train is actually a time-
traveling eighteenth-century frigate
captained by a mysterious pirate,
they are thrown into a series of
adventures that offer cryptic clues
about their past and future.
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The Unexpected Life of
Oliver Cromwell Pitts
by Avi
JF Avi
When Oliver awakens to find his
father missing and his home
flooded, he must fend for himself
among cruel orphan masters,
corrupt magistrates and
conniving thieves.

The Tiny Hero of Ferny
Creek Library
by Linda Bailey
JF Bailey
A bug who is passionate about
reading ventures out from behind
the chalkboard when the
disappearance of his aunt prompts a
dangerous trek.

Running On the Roof of
the World
by Jess Butterworth
JF Butterworth
After her parents are arrested by
Chinese soldiers because of their
religious beliefs, Tash and her best
friend Sam travel from their home in
Tibet across the Himalayas to India
in order to seek the Dalai Lama.

The Epic Fail of Arturo
Zamora
by Pablo Cartaya
JF Cartaya
A relaxing summer in Miami is
turned upside-down by Arturo's cute
new neighbor, who helps him in his
quest to stop the plans of a land
developer who wants to demolish
his restaurant.

Dreaming Dangerous
by Lauren DeStefano
JF DeStefano
At Brassmere Academy for the
Extraordinary, Plum and her best
friends share adventures in dreams
each night. When Artem disappears,
they discover alarming secrets
about Brassmere.

Snared: Escape to the
Above
by Adam Jay Epstein
JF Epstein
In a realm filled with dragons, dream
spiders, golems and sorcerers, a
young inventor and a group of
treasure seekers plunder dungeons
and avoid the evil king's traps.

Ban This Book
by Alan Gratz
JF Gratz
When her favorite book in the school
library is challenged by a well-
meaning parent, Amy Anne and her
friends start a secret banned books
locker library, using ridiculous
reasons to ban every book in the
library to make a point.

Overboard!
by Terry Lynn Johnson
Capsized and thrown into icy waves
while on a whale-watching tour off
the coast of Washington, tweens
Travis and Marina find their safety
and survival skills tested by the
freezing ocean waters while
awaiting rescue.

The Elephant Thief
by Jane Kerr
JF Kerr
When Danny accidentally buys an
elephant, he accepts a job from a
zookeeper to ride the elephant from
Edinburgh to Manchester, turning
into a journey that captures the
attention of everyone in the country.

The Door in the Alley
by Adrienne Kress
JF Kress
Stumbling into a mysterious society,
an ordinary young boy encounters
adventure, missing persons, hired
thugs, a hidden box, a lost map,
famous explorers and a girl who
needs his help.

The Ark Plan
by Laura Martin
JF Martin
A century and a half after cloned
dinosaurs forced humans to move
into underground compounds, Sky
discovers a clue to the whereabouts
of her long-missing father and
ventures above ground on a quest.

The Book of Boy
by Catherine Gilbert Murdock
JF Murdock
Bullied and marginalized because of
the hump on his back and his
tendency to talk to animals, Boy is a
servant to a shadowy pilgrim who
takes him on an expedition across
Europe to steal seven religious
artifacts.
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